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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The rapid rise of Islamism1 in many developing countries in

Asia, North Africa, and Middle East has been interpreted as a
critique of modernization, capitalism, and consumerism (Ray 1993,
Sklair 1995, Barber 1995). While there is a growing ideological
discourse on the threat Islam poses to Western civilization as well
as future integration between East and West, little is known about
how Islamist sentiments actually materialize in every day life in
these transitional economies. Particularly of interest is how global
brands as potent symbols of a global consumer culture are inter-
preted in developing countries in light of growing Islamist2 senti-
ments. Uneven economic and cultural globalization has been fos-
tering consumer resentment to the ideals of market society and
thereby also mobilizing political Islam as a counter-ideology (Ahmed
2007), which nourishes new meanings of global brands in these
locales as ‘infidel’s and symbols of ‘injustice and oppression’. Such
interpretations portray a remarkably different kind of consumer
resentment towards global brands than the hedonic, aesthetic, and
self-expressive consumer activism examined in Western countries
(Holt 2002, Kozinets 2002, Thompson and Arsel 2004), urging us
to re-examine existing assumptions about anticonsumptionist dis-
courses. As such, this paper explores what renders a global brand an
infidel brand and what stimulates consumer rejection of these
brands in a developing country, Turkey.

Past research on anticonsumption issues portrays the activist
consumer as playfully confronting an unfettered capitalist ideology
and unbounded globalization. Despite the significance of these
causes, previous research concludes that such a defiant stance is
driven by a profound desire to construct an authentic and sovereign
self in a mass-manufactured world. Critical consumers strive to
distinguish themselves from the stereotypical ‘mindlessly consum-
ing’ mainstream consumer by leading fringe lives (Holt 2002),
temporarily enacting gift-economy at the Burning Man festival
(Kozinets 2002), performing esoteric healthcare practices (Thomp-
son 2003), or condemning Starbucks for sanitizing and debasing the
coffee experience (Thompson and Arsel 2004, Kozinets 2002b).
Evidence of such hedonic, aesthetic, and self-expressive qualms
abounds in the literature (exceptions (Dobscha and Ozanne 2001),
Kozinets and Handelman 2004), suggesting that the postmodern
consumer, liberated from the concerns of satisfying basic needs,
engages in anti-materialist, anti-corporate, and environmentally
conscious discourses and practices as a therapeutic and socially
privileging endeavor. While this portrayal may aptly describe the
identity anxieties of consumers in economically advanced coun-
tries, it hardly characterizes the lived-experiences of consumers and
concomitant attitudes toward consumption in developing coun-
tries. Marked by poverty, double digit rates of unemployment and
inflation, periodic devaluations of local currency, and lack of

1Islamism is a political ideology distinct from Islam as a body of
faith and is defined as “a form of instrumentalization of Islam by
individuals, groups, and organizations that pursue political objec-
tives” as a reaction to contemporary societal challenges (Denoeux,
61).

2Islamist refers to those individuals who are not just “much more
pious than other Muslims, but also search for an alternative
Islamic life politics and new social order” (Saktanber 2002, p.
257).

democratic institutions, these consumptionscapes clearly bear unique
motivations of anticonsumerism than those examined in the U.S.
and Western Europe.

One such motivation is provided by the anticonsumptionist
stance of political Islam. Amidst the economic, cultural, social, and
political turmoil that generally plagues developing countries,
Islamism emerges as an antidote to the disenfranchised consumers’
quest for an alternative identity. By espousing modesty and prom-
ising eternal justice political Islam provides a justifying and sooth-
ing existential discourse for many disempowered consumers
(Crockett and Wallendorf 2004). Furthermore, the socio-historical
conditions such as colonialism, Cold War, the modernization
attempts undertaken in several developing countries, the Israel-
Palestine conflict, along with the recent Iraq War not only promote
Islamism but also energize an anticonsumerist stance vis-à-vis
global brands among Muslim consumers.

Through a critical ethnography, this paper examines Islamist
anticonsumptionist attitudes in Turkey. Particularly of interest to
this study are the Islamist interpretations of global brands as
‘infidel’s and symbols of ‘injustice and oppression’. Turkey as a
transitional country with a rising Islamist class presents an excellent
opportunity to explore diverse readings of global brands in a non-
Western context. The critical ethnography draws from participant
observation, in-depth interviews, researcher’s field notes, and tex-
tual material analysis. Informants include 45 individuals from
diverse socio-economic and educational backgrounds, although
this paper focuses on 15 informants with Islamist dispositions. The
identification of Islamist informants was initially driven by their
distinctive physical appearance. For the purposes of this research,
I sought Islamist informants primarily among women who wore
çarsaf -also known as chador, a full-length black outer garment that
covers the whole body except the eyes (Saktanber 1997)-because
they are among the most extreme public displays of Islamist
ideology in Turkey. These informants were further identified as
Islamist consumers based on their ideology and lifestyles as evinced
through fieldwork. The data was analyzed following the procedures
described in Penaloza (1994) and (Arnould and Wallendorf 1994).

This research identifies three unique Islamist discourses of
anticonsumerism: modesty, helal-haram, and zulm (oppression)
that construct the meaning of global brands as infidel brands. These
discourses are analyzed and introduced in the order in which they
appear in informants’ emic accounts. In other words, Islamist
consumers first and foremost explain their anticonsumerist atti-
tudes through Islamic ideals of modesty and later through the
religious criteria of helal-haram; yet a deeper analysis reveals the
essence of Islamist resentment toward global brands: the perception
of global brands as oppressors of Muslim faith and the greater
Islamic community. While the discourse of modesty and helal-
haram essentially concern spiritual and bodily refrainment from
material world and brands, the discourse of zulm is deeply entwined
with socio-historical conditions such as the colonization of Muslim
countries and the establishment of an Israeli state in the Middle East
as well as the tensions between secularists and Islamists in Turkey.
Through the discourses of modesty, helal-haram, and zulm Islam-
ists create the boundaries of infidel brands to include any brand that
poses an ideological threat to the much espoused and romanticized
Islamic lifestyle.

In addition to examining the notion of infidel brands, this study
extends past research by illustrating how Islamist anticonsumerism
discourses conceptually differ from the postmodern and
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postmaterialist consumer activism as previously explored in West-
ern contexts. In contrast to the hedonic and therapeutic consumer
resistance found in these locales, Islamist anticonsumerism not
only embodies a critique of the merits of Western ideals such as
modernization, capitalism, and market society, but also a strong
desire for a qualitatively different social order than the one modern
market society offers.
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